Planarians Customize Their Stem Cell Responses Following Genotoxic Stress as a Function of Exposure Time and Regenerative State.
Aiming to in vivo characterize the responses of pluripotent stem cells and regenerative tissues to carcinogenic stress, we employed the highly regenerative organism Schmidtea mediterranea. Its broad regenerative capacities are attributable to a large pool of pluripotent stem cells, which are considered key players in the lower vulnerability toward chemically induced carcinogenesis observed in regenerative organisms. Schmidtea mediterranea is, therefore, an ideal model to study pluripotent stem cell responses with stem cells residing in their natural environment. Including microenvironmental alterations is important, as the surrounding niche influences the onset of oncogenic events. Both short- (3 days) and long-term (17 days) exposures to the genotoxic carcinogen methyl methanesulfonate (50 µM) were evaluated during homeostasis and animal regeneration, two situations that render altered cellular niches. In both cases, MMS-induced DNA damage was observed, which provoked a decrease in proliferation on the short term. The outcome of DNA damage responses following long-term exposure differed between homeostatic and regenerating animals. During regeneration, DNA repair systems were more easily activated than in animals in homeostasis, where apoptosis was an important outcome. Knockdown experiments confirmed the importance of DNA repair systems during carcinogenic exposure in regenerating animals as knockdown of rad51 induced a stem cell-depleted phenotype, after regeneration was completed.